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Hogwash—Sheehan word for pushing the pace no matter how much it hurts.  We need to put the word 

on lockdown for “B” rides.  A small group of us met at the corner of the Black Mountain Road bike path 

for a planned 35-45 mile “B” ride.  A number of us had ridden hard on Saturday so the legs were still a 

bit sore.  A nice leisurely paced ride would have been a good thing except for the Sheehan factor.   

 
Group Start 

The gluttons for punishment who also rode Saturday were Bernie, Guido, Len, John and Rob V.  New 

guys that missed the Saturday ride were Sheehan, Boyle and Cresap.  It is highly likely that Cresap rode 

somewhere on Saturday but I did not talk to him much during the ride.  Boyle is always training.  It was 

Sheehan that had not ridden of late due to his constant overworking personality, so he had fresh legs 

and wanted to get in a hard ride.  I should have known this in advance and certainly should have said 

something when he offered to host the ride and then suggested a ride over to Double Peak! 

The weather was much warmer than the start of the Saturday ride and was expected to continue to 

warm up nicely throughout the morning.  We rolled west along the bike path and headed up towards 

Santaluz.  Sheehan stayed on point most of the early portions of the ride, constantly pushing the pace.  I 

wanted to test out my new aero bars in preparation for the ShadowTour so I pushed to the front 



heading down Three Witches.  Sheehan and Guido stuck to my wheel and eventually passed me near the 

bottom, the aero bars are nice and we motored along.  

 
Cresap and Sheehan on point 

 
Boyle and Bernie 

 
Break in Santaluz 

 

We regrouped and then stayed together until the climb up towards Stud Loop.  Sheehan was again out 

on point.  I decided to catch him and then we put the hammer down through Stud Loop.  The group split 

into many pieces and we waited at Del Dios for a regroup.  The advertised “B” ride was not happening.  

Sheehan pushed and I was gullible to try to stay with him; we were riding too hard for a Sunday.  After a 

quick regroup at the end of Lago Lindo we all flew down El Camino Del Norte toward Rancho Sante Fe 

Road.   

 
Break in San Elijo 



I know how hard Guido rode on Saturday and I am pretty sure Cresap rode somewhere.  They decided to 

turn around and pootle back at a “B” ride pace.  The remaining six riders climbed up towards Elfin 

Forest.  We kept up a good pace on the climb and flew down into the little town center area where we 

took a quick break.  We talked Sheehan out of climbing to Double Peak so we rode out toward Harmony 

Grove in a nice paceline. 

 
Paceline on Harmony Grove 

John fell back on the steep descent and then called Len to say he had a flat.  Bernie rescued John by 
going back to help fix his wheel.  We all regrouped and then hammered again through the rest of 
Harmony Grove and over to Via Rancho Parkway to make our way along the top of Lake Hodges.  Bernie 
led us across the I-15 Bridge and then we split again at Pomerado.  Sheehan and Boyle headed back 
towards Poway while Bernie, John, Len and I rolled by 4S and behind the back of Black Mountain. 
 
We ratcheted down the pace to a “B” ride and rolled back toward the start.  I cut through the PQ 
neighborhoods and finished with 48 miles, about 3,300 feet of climbing and a faster pace than the group 
ride from Saturday.  Please Sheehan, no more HOGWASH rides on Sunday! 


